BRAZIL: A year after Bolsonaro, Brazilian campuses are still recovering
Tom Williams, *Times Higher Education*, 1/25
A change in atmosphere has encouraged academics to return to the country where they were once maligned, but funding pressures and issues with polarisation continue. Read more »

EUROPE: EU project to explore impact of nationalism on HE freedoms
Jan Petter Myklebust, *University World News*, 1/24
A 38-country interdisciplinary research project funded by Horizon Europe – coordinated by Aarhus University in Denmark – will examine how shifting geopolitics and the rise of new nationalisms restrictively influence freedom and openness in European higher education and research and suggest ways to address perceived threats. Read more »

EUROPE: Brussels commits to institutional autonomy on research security
Emily Dixon, *Times Higher Education*, 1/24
European Commission stresses that 'with academic freedom comes academic responsibility', aiming to 'de-risk, not to de-couple' scientific collaboration. Read more »

UNITED STATES: Barnard College’s Restrictions on Political Speech Prompt Outcry
Sharon Otterman, *New York Times*, 1/24
Professors and free speech advocates are protesting a decision by the college to monitor and remove pro-Palestinian statements and other speech the college deems too political. Read more »
ISRAEL/PALESTINE: Israel's military says it will review its demolition of a university building in Gaza
Aaron Boxerman, Arijeta Lajka and Riley Mellen, *New York Times*, 1/22
After a video of the Israeli military’s demolition of a large university building in Gaza circulated widely on social media, prompting pushback from U.S. officials and others, the military said Sunday that it would review the incident. Read more »

UNITED STATES: Amid Gaza Protests, Universities Are Cracking Down On A Celebrated Protest Tactic: Sit-ins
Prem Thakker, *The Intercept*, 1/21
On college campuses around the country, administrators are responding to peaceful sit-ins with sanctions and criminal charges. Read more »

UNITED STATES: ‘America Is Under Attack’: Inside the Anti-D.E.I. Crusade
Long before Claudine Gay resigned Harvard’s presidency this month under intense criticism of her academic record, her congressional testimony about campus antisemitism and her efforts to promote racial justice, conservative academics and politicians had begun making the case that the decades-long drive to increase racial diversity in America’s universities had corrupted higher education. Read more »

SINGAPORE: Government influence on university events ‘concerning’, says MP
Emily Dixon, *Times Higher Education*, 1/20
Jamus Jerome Lim, who raised issue in Singaporean parliament, says diverse ideas must be ‘allowed to circulate and be subject to debate’. Read more »

EUROPE/GLOBAL: Students advocate for wrongfully-detained scholars worldwide – European Student Advocacy Days 2023
*Scholars at Risk*, 1/19
On December 14-15, 2023, Scholars at Risk, in collaboration with the University of Trento, the University of Padova, and SAR Italy, and co-funded by the European Union, co-hosted the first-ever in-person European Student Advocacy Days. Throughout the two days, over 200 students, faculty, SAR scholars, civil society representatives, and members of the public gathered at University of Trento for the event, a conference and workshop for students and faculty from SAR’s Student Advocacy Seminars and Legal Clinics. Read more » Start a seminar » Start a legal clinic »

CHINA: China’s ruling party takes direct control of country’s universities
Gu Ting, *Radio Free Asia*, 1/18
The Chinese Communist Party is taking a direct role in the running of universities across the country amid ongoing mergers of embedded party committees with presidents' offices, Radio Free Asia has learned. Read more »

HUNGARY: Erasmus ban ‘regretful’ but MEPs agree the EU must safeguard academic freedom in Hungary
Thomas Brent, Science|Business, 1/18
The European Parliament has rejected a call to bring Hungarian universities back into the Erasmus student and academic mobility scheme, with a large majority of MEPs insisting prime minister Viktor Orbán must make the required reforms first. Read more »
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